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Abstract 

Desorption of 0, and formation of CO, were induced with subpicosecond laser pulses on a Pt(ll1) surface dosed with 
coadsorbed 0, and CO. We report the fluence dependent yields obtained over a range of laser wavelengths from 267 to 800 
nm, and pulse durations from 80 fs to 3.6 ps. The nonlinear dependence of the yield on fluence is different at different 
wavelengths. Two-pulse correlation measurements show two different time-scales relevant to the desorption. The results 
show that nonthermalized electrons play a role in the surface chemistry, and that an equilibrated pre-heating of the surface 
modes leads to enhanced desorption. 

Recent experiments examining the desorption of 
adsorbed molecules from metal surfaces using subpi- 
cosecond laser pulses have shown a highly nonlinear 
dependence of the desorption yield on the laser 
fluence (energy per unit area) [l-5]. These results 
are in sharp contrast to those found with nanosecond 
or continuous irradiation where the desorption yield 
is linear in the fluence [6-81. Using surface second- 
harmonic generation as a probe, it was shown that 
the ultrafast-laser-induced desorption of CO from 
Cu(l11) takes less than 325 fs [9]. Two-pulse corre- 
lation measurements on a number of other systems 
show a transient excitation responsible for desorption 
lasting about a picosecond [2,4,5]. For comparison, 
the time scale for the cooling of the electrons at the 
surface is l-3 ps [2,5,9,10]. Following subpicosec- 
ond laser excitation the electron temperature easily 
reaches several thousand kelvin because the elec- 
tronic heat capacity in metals is small [ll-141. Both 
the nonlinear fluence dependence and the short time 

scale of the desorption have been attributed to hot 
electrons in the metal [l-5,9,10,15-17]. 

In this Letter, we report on the desorption of 0, 
and formation of CO, induced with subpicosecond 
laser pulses on a Pt(ll1) surface prepared with coad- 
sorbed CO and 0, at 90 K. CO,, produced on the 
surface in a laser-induced reaction, desorbs and is 
detected using a mass spectrometer. The O,/Pt(lll) 
and CO/O,/Pt(lll) systems have been well charac- 
terized [6,7,18-201. The photochemistry of these 
systems has been studied with arc lamp irradiation 
[6,7], and with nanosecond [3,8] and subpicosecond 
[3,4] laser pulses. We report the fluence dependence 
of the desorption yield of O2 and CO, at 267, 400, 
and 800 nm over a range of pulsewidths from 80 fs 
to 3.6 ps. The experiments presented in this Letter 
extend the range of excitation conditions used in 
previously published studies. We also present hvo- 
pulse correlation data obtained with 80 fs pulses at 
800 nm using delays up to 75 ps. The results present 
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convincing evidence that nonthermalized highly ex- 
cited electrons play a significant role in the desorp- 
tion and surface reaction processes. 

The single crystal Pt(ll1) surface of the 10 mm 
diameter sample is cleaned in an ultrahigh vacuum 
(UHV) chamber following published procedures [7]. 
The cleaned Pt surface is kept at 90 K at a base 
pressure of 7 X 10-l’ Torr. After cleaning it is first 
dosed to saturation (0.44 monolayer) [21] with ‘*Oz 
using a capillary array to minimize the 0, back- 
ground in the chamber. This dosing is followed by a 
3 Langmuir background exposure (3 X 10m6 Torr s) 
of ‘*r?O. Below 100 K, 0, has been reported to 
chemisorb molecularly in atop and bridge sites with 
the O-O bond axis parallel to the surface and a bond 
order of about 1 [21]. The CO occupies only the atop 
sites in the presence of preadsorbed 0, [7]. 

The laser system, consisting of a Ti: sapphire 
oscillator and a chirped-pulse-regenerative amplifier, 
produces 0.5 mJ pulses of 70 fs duration at 800 nm 
at a 1 kHz repetition rate. Longer pulses are obtained 
by adjusting the pulse compressor; this stretches the 
pulse in time by imposing a frequency chirp but 
preserves the spectral bandwidth. Frequency-doubled 
400 nm pulses are produced in a 1 mm long LB0 
crystal yielding 0.1 mJ pulses of 0.2 ps duration. 
Sum-frequency mixing of the 800 and 400 nm pulses 
in a 0.3 mm long BBO crystal, yields 10 p,J pulses 
at 267 nm. Based on the group velocities of the 400 
and 800 nm pulses in BBO, we estimate a pulsewidth 
of 0.35 ps for the 267 nm pulses. 

For each data run we calibrate the fluence by 
measuring the energy and spatial profile of the laser 
pulses. The energy E is measured with a photodiode 
referenced to a calibrated pyroelectric detector. Typi- 
cal shot-to-shot energy fluctuations are 2% at 800 
nm, 5% at 400 nm, and 20% at 267 nm. We measure 
the profile of the 800 and 400 nm pulses with a CCD 
camera; no profile was measured at 267 nm. The 
profile is fit with an elliptical Gaussian function, and 
the fluence F follows from 

E= 
// 

F(r) dr 

=//Fexp[-($+$)I dxdy, (1) 

where F(r) is the fluence spatial profile with x and 
y the spatial coordinates in the plane of the sample; 
a and b are determined from a fit to the measured 
profile. For all wavelengths the absorbed fluence 
(i.e. the incident fluence times the absorption of 
platinum [22]) is in the range 20-160 pJ/mm’. The 
fluence is varied by changing the total incident en- 
ergy with a half-wave plate and a polarizer. 

Desorption yields at a given fluence, wavelength, 
and pulse width are obtained in runs of 200 laser 
shots on a fixed spot on the sample. Between runs 
the sample is translated by 0.6 mm (twice the Gauss- 
ian FWHM of the irradiated area). When the entire 
sample has been used, the sample is cleaned and 
redosed. The molecules desorbed by the laser pulse 
are detected with a quadrupole mass spectrometer ‘. 
A negatively biased grid in front of the mass spec- 
trometer shields the sample from stray electrons 
from the ionizer. A mechanical shutter is used to 
increase the time interval between successive laser 
shots to 0.4 s to allow the mass spectrometer signal 
to return to the background. For each laser shot we 
record the energy of the laser and the integrated 
mass spectrometer signal. 

Fig. 1 shows the desorption of 0, and CO, at 400 
and 800 nm. Each curve corresponds to a data run on 
a single spot. In a given run the desorption yield on 
subsequent laser shots decreases because the adsor- 
bate layer is depleted. To compare runs we plot the 
desorption yield per unit area, Y/nab, i.e. the yield 
divided by the irradiated surface area. Note that the 
desorption yield on the first laser shot depends non- 
linearly on the fluence: as the fluence is increased 
from 0.05 to 0.1 mJ/mm’, the signal obtained at 
800 nm increases by considerably more than a factor 
of ten. 

Fig. 2 shows the desorption yield per unit area on 
the first shot of each data run at 400 nm (0.2 ps) and 
800 nm (80 fs, 0.6 ps, 3.6 ps). Fig. 3 shows the 
nonlinear dependence of the yield of 0, and CO, on 
incident laser energy at 267 nm (0.35 ps). The nearly 
identical fluence dependence of the 0, and CO, data 
provides strong evidence for a common excitation 
mechanism for desorption of 0, and formation of 

’ UT1 1oOC operating in pulse counting mode. 
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Fig. 1. Laser-induced 0, desorption from 0, /Pt(lll) (left) and 
CO, formation from CO/O, /Pt(lll) (right) for multiple laser 
shots on the same spot at 800 nm (6 0) and 400 nm (00 ). The 
curves are fits of Eq. (4) to the data. For each wavelength, one set 
of parameters describes the desorption yield over two decades. 

CO,. The ratio in desorption yield of 0, to CO, is 
about 10, in sharp contrast with the ratio of 0.5 
found with nanosecond irradiation [3]. Both of these 
ratios are uncorrected for the relative detection effi- 
ciencies, but were obtained with the same model of 
mass spectrometer. 

Recently published models of desorption induced 
by subpicosecond laser pulses assume that the ex- 
cited electrons that interact with the adsorbates have 
a Fermi-Dirac distribution [2,4,9,16,17]. In these 
models, the calculated transient electron temperature 
depends on absorbed fluence and pulse duration but 
not on photon energy. However, the data in Figs. 2 
and 3 show a clear dependence of desorption yield 
on wavelength. Consequently our data do not support 
the assumption that a thermalized electron distribu- 
tion solely governs the desorption. This leads us to 
conclude that nonthermalized electrons play a role in 
surface reactions induced by subpicosecond laser 
pulses. Since electrons thermalize in less than a 
picosecond, a short time scale for the excitation 
process follows naturally. Electron equilibration 
times as long as a few hundred femtoseconds indeed 
have been observed in gold [23], but similar mea- 
surements are not available for platinum. 
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Fig. 2. First-shot O2 desorption yield (top) and CO? formation 
yield (bottom) versus fluence for 800 nm at 80 fs (+ O), 0.6 ps 
(V v), and 3.6 ps (A A), and for 400 nm at 0.2 ps (00 ). The 
curves represent Eq. (4) with the fitting parameters obtained from 
the depletion curves. The nonlinear desorption yield is well de- 
scribed by a power law dependence on the laser pulse fluence. 
The power law exponents are 6.5 + 0.4 at 800 nm (for all pulse 
durations) and 3.8 + 0.5 at 400 nm. 

The data taken at 800 nm with different pulse 
durations show that for both 0, and CO, the yield 
falls sharply with increasing pulse duration. To fur- 
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Fig. 3. First-shot 0, desorption ( ??) and CO, reaction ( ??) yields 
induced by 267 nm (0.35 ps) pulses. The power law exponents are 
4.1 and 3.0 for O2 and CO?, respectively. 
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Fig. 4. Desorption yield versus time delay t, - t2 between two 80 
fs excitation pulses at 800 nm for pulses of equal (top) and 
unequal (bottom) absorbed fluences. The dashed lines denote 
Y(t, - t2 = +m). In both cases the width of the central peak is 1.8 
ps. For unequal fluences the desorption yield is enhanced when 
the weaker pulse arrives first (t, - ta > 0). The desorption yield is 
still enhanced after 75 ps. 

ther explore the time dependence, we measured the 
total desorption yield of two 80 fs laser pulses as a 
function of the delay t, - t, between them. The 
pulses are orthogonally polarized to avoid interfer- 
ence. Two examples of such traces are shown in Fig. 
4, one for pulses of equal absorbed fluence, the other 
for pulses of unequal fluences. The dashed line 
shows the total yield when the two pulses act inde- 
pendently, i.e. when t, - t, + f ~0. The dependence 
of the signal on t, - t, reflects the evolution of the 
substrate and adsorbate excitations responsible for 
desorption. 

The data show a 1.8 ps wide peak centered at 
I, - t, = 0 on top of broad wings that are asymmet- 
ric in amplitude when the two pulses are of unequal 
fluence. Both the central peak and the asymmetry in 
the wings are in agreement with previous observa- 
tions [2,4,5]. The central peak was attributed to the 

cooling of the hot substrate electrons which are 
strongly coupled to the vibrations of the adsorbate. 
The surface electron cooling time due to electron- 
phonon coupling and electron diffusion is l-3 ps 
[2,5,9,10]. The observed 0.1 ns decay time of the 
wings, however, provides new information. It indi- 
cates that the excitation lasts longer than the elec- 
tron-adsorbate [10,16], electron-lattice [2,5,9-111, 
and lattice-adsorbate [24] relaxation times. The only 
remaining equilibration process is the cooling of the 
surface to the bulk, which occurs on roughly the 
same time-scale as the decay of the wings. 

To quantify the nonlinear dependence of the yield 
on fluence we analyzed the depletion curves using a 
phenomenological model. Our analysis takes into 
account how the spatial distribution of 0, on the 
surface changes with successive laser pulses. For 
laser pulse i at a given fluence, the desorption 
profile on the surface is modeled by 

YI(~, Fi) =yFF(r)8i(‘), (2) 

where y is a proportionality constant, FiP(r) is the 
spatial fluence profile of laser pulse i raised to the 
power p [l-5,9], and 0,(r) represents the 0, cover- 
age profile. Successive profiles are obtained from 

ei(r> IF,> Fr>*.., Fi]) = eO - C Yj(r, q), C3) 
j<i 

with O,(r) = 8, the initial uniform coverage. The 
spatially integrated yield measured by the mass spec- 
trometer is 

yi({&, Fr,..., ‘i}) = No/Yi( ‘9 E;;) dry (4) 

where No scales the model to the actual data. Each 
set of depletion curves collected at a given wave- 
length and pulse duration is fit simultaneously over 
the entire range of fluences, except for the data at 
267 nm. For each species the fitting of a set of 
depletion curves to Eq. (4) is done by adjusting No, 
y, and p. Figs. 1 and 2 show that this fitting 
procedure accommodates the depletion curves and 
the first shot yields. According to Eqs. (2)-(4) the 
dependence of the first shot yield on fluence is 

yo No 00 
YF,P. (5) nab P 

The curves in Fig. 2 show the dependence of the first 
shot yield on fluence using the values for No, y, and 
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Fig. 5. Wavelength dependence of the power law exponent p. 
showing the results from this work (a), from Refs. [3,4,2.5] (0) 
for 0, /Pt(lll), and from Ref. [5] for 0, /Pd(lll) ( A) [5]. The 
strong wavelength dependence indicates that nonthermalized elec- 
trons play a central role in the ultrafast desorption mechanism. 

p obtained from the fit to the respective data sets. 
The ratio of No for 0, and CO, is 10 f 2, reflecting 
the difference in yield mentioned earlier. The desorp- 
tion and reaction data at 267 nm (Fig. 3) were fit by 
a simple power law, Y. a EP, to the first shot yields 
alone. Values for the exponent p obtained from the 
fits are shown in Fig. 5 along with data obtained by 
others at 310 and 620 nm [3-5,251. The exponent p 

decreases with decreasing wavelength and is nearly 
independent of pulse width at 800 nm. 

The yield saturates when the first laser shot com- 
pletely removes the adsorbate layer in the center of 
the profile. Saturation occurs at fluences F,, > F,,, 
where yFsft = 1. Above F,,, the factor yF,P in Eq. 
(5) becomes ln(-yF,P> + 1. The saturation of the 
curves in Fig. 2 allows us to determine the maximum 
efficiency of the desorption which occurs at the 
saturation fluence. At 800 nm F,,, = 100 pJ/mm*, 
which means that about (5 j, 1) X lo’* molecules/ 
mm* are desorbed by 4 X lOI absorbed photons/ 
mm’. This implies a desorption efficiency of about 
l%, several orders of magnitude greater than that 
reported for nanosecond and continuous irradiation 
[3,7,26,27]. 

Summarizing, the following observations emerge 
from these experiments. 

(1) Comparison of data obtained at different 
wavelengths show a clear dependence of desorption 
yield on wavelength. This behavior cannot be ade- 
quately described by current theoretical models, 
which predict a dependence on absorbed fluence but 

not on wavelength. The observed wavelength depen- 
dence therefore calls for models that incorporate 
nonthermal electron distributions. 

(2) The desorption yield decreases sharply with 
increasing pulse duration, but the power law expo- 
nent remains nearly the same. Changes in the pulse 
duration affect the competition between the excita- 
tion rate and the thermalization and cooling pro- 
cesses. An increase in pulse duration will result in a 
lower nonthermalized electron density and a lower 
electron temperature. Both of these effects could 
contribute to a decrease in the observed yield. 

(3) In addition to the 1.8 ps central peak, the 
two-pulse experiments show a 0.1 ns decay time 
exceeding all relaxation times except the cooling of 
the surface to the bulk temperature. The observation 
of a two-pulse correlation signal on such a long time 
scale implies that the temperature of the surface 
plays a role in the femtosecond-laser-induced desorp- 
tion process. 

(4) The observed saturation of the desorption 
enables us to estimate the maximum quantum effi- 
ciency of the 0, desorption: 10e2 molecule/photon 
at an absorbed fluence of 100 kJ/mm*. 
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